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Pathfinder bracers of armor and mage armor

From Pathfinder: Kingmaker Wiki Bracers of Armor is a magical forearm item in Pathfinder: Kingmaker. Variations[edit | edit source] A mithral buckler (1,015 gp) has 0% ASF and contributions +1 AC. It also has 0 Armor Check Penalties, so you take no penalties for using it if you are non-skilled. A mithral chain shirt (1,100 gp) has 10% ASF, and contributions
+4 AC. It also has 0 ACP thing. Unfortunately, a 10% chance of failure in an emergency is a very bad idea, and I can't find any good way to reduce it further. Pathfinder has some accomplishments for this, but they are incredibly awful. Don't take those. There are also, apparently, a few different Celestial Armor, like this Celestial Chain Mail, which if you back-
calculate their costs and bonuses and things, reduces Arcane Spell Failure by 15% for 1,200 gp. If you can then apply this to Studded Leather or Parade Armor, you get 0% ASF and 3 AC. Celestial armor, mithral, bucklers, studded leather, and chain shirts are all part of the Pathfinder core as well as on PFSRD. Parade armor is from Adventurer's Armory,
apparently, but also appears in the PFSRD in the Armor section. Jeremy Crawford is the official rules arbiter for the 5th, not Mike Mearls. Even so, the response from Mearls that you linked misunderstands what bracers of defense are doing. Mearl's answer: don't think so. AC buffs only if they are expressed as a bonus (+2 to AC), rather than a formula or
number (AC 13 or AC 12 + Dex) As the responses to his tweet point out, the description of Bracers of Defense says you get a +2 bonus to AC; they don't provide another AC calculation, so the two do stack. Bracers are not armor First of all, to point out the obvious: if bracers were considered armor, bracers of Defense would never provide any benefit
because they would disqualify their wearer from gaining their own benefit. Secondly, bracers are generally not considered armor. The only things that are considered armor (besides the natural armor of some creatures) are the list of items on the Armor and Shields tables, or an object that is otherwise listed as being armor. Shields are not armor, nor are they
wonderful objects. The Bracers of Defense are listed as a wonderful post. Wonderful items are their own separate category, as Jeremy Crawford confirms here (in response to a question about whether druids can use Bracers of Defense): A magical object has a category, such as armor, weapons or wonderful items. A druid's taboo against metal armor would
extend to magical items in the armor category. (In fact, the wonderful object classification is specifically applied to magical objects that are neither weapons nor armor. Any magic equipment that doesn't fit into either of these two categories is listed as a wonderful entry.) Bonuses always stack if they're not from duplicates As Jeremy Crawford points out here:
Bonuses stack if they're not from game games (spell, class function, magic object, etc.). Does that mean you can get a bonus to AC from either a magic shield or magical armor? and not both? I was referring to more than one of the same magical objects, not magical objects in general. Multiple bonuses to AC from various Magic Items (cloak of protection, +1
shield, etc), would they stack or not? Bonuses stack if they are not from duplicates of something (2 + castings of the same spell, 2 + copies of the same magic items, etc.). Aura moderate magic; CL 7th Slot Wrists; Price 1,000 gp (+1), 4,000 gp (+2), 9,000 gp (+3), 16,000 gp (+4), 2 5,000 gp (+5), 36,000 gp (+6), 49,000 gp (+7), 64,000 gp (+8); Weight 1 lb.
DESCRIPTION These items appear to be wrist or arm guards, sometimes etched with symbols of protection or depictions of vigilant-looking animals. Bracers of armor surround the wearer with an invisible but tangible force field, giving him an armor bonus of 1 to 8, just as if he was wearing armor. Both bracers must be worn for the magic to be effective.
Alternatively, bracers of armor can be enchanted with armor special abilities. See Table: Armor special qualities for a list of abilities. Special abilities are usually counted as additional bonuses to determine the market value of an item, but not improve AC. Bracers of armor cannot have a modified bonus (armor bonus plus armor special ability bonus
equivalents) higher than +8. Bracers of armor must have at least a +1 armor bonus to grant an armor special ability. Bracers of armor can not have any armor special abilities that add a flat gp amount to their cost. Bracers of armor and ordinary armor did not leave. If a creature receives a greater armor bonus from another source, bracers of armor cease to
function and do not grant their armor bonus or their armor special abilities. If bracers of armor grant a major armor bonus, the second source of armor ceases working. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS Craft Wonly Objects, belly armor, creator caster level must be at least twice as large as for the bonus placed in bracers, plus any requirements for armor special
abilities; Cost 500 gp (+1), 2,000 gp (+2), 4,500 gp (+3), 8,000 gp (+4), 12,500 gp (+5), 18,000 gp (+6), 24,500 gp (+7), 32,000 gp (+8) Note! and problematic (harassment, fighting, or rude) posts. Aura moderate magic; CL 7th; Slot wrists; Price 1,000 gp (+1), 4,000 gp (+2), 9,000 gp (+3), 16,000 gp (+4), 2 5,000 gp (+5), 36,000 gp (+6), 49,000 gp (+7),
64,000 gp (+8); Weight 1 lb. DESCRIPTION These items appear to be wrist or arm guards, sometimes etched with symbols of protection or depictions of vigilant-looking animals. Bracers of armor surround the wearer with an invisible but tangible force field, giving him an armor bonus of 1 to 8, just as if he was wearing armor. Both bracers must be worn for
the be effective. Alternatively, bracers of armor can be enchanted with armor special abilities. See Table: Armor Special Abilities for a list of abilities. Special abilities are usually counted as additional bonuses to determine the market value of an item, but not improve AC. Bracers of armor cannot have a modified bonus (armor bonus plus armor special ability
bonus equivalents) higher than +8. Bracers of armor must have at least a +1 armor bonus to grant an armor special ability. Bracers of armor can not have any armor special abilities that add a flat gp amount to their cost. Bracers of armor and ordinary armor did not leave. If a creature receives a greater armor bonus from another source, bracers of armor
cease to function and do not grant their armor bonus or their armor special abilities. If bracers of armor grant a major armor bonus, the second source of armor ceases working. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS Craft Wonly Objects, belly armor, creator caster level must be at least twice as large as for the bonus placed in bracers, plus any requirements for armor
special abilities; Cost 500 gp (+1), 2,000 gp (+2), 4,500 gp (+3), 8,000 gp (+4), 12,500 gp (+5), 18.00 0m (+6), 24,500 gp (+7), 32,000 gp (+8) Section 15: Copyright Notice PathPlay Roleplaying Game: Ultimate Equipment (OGL) © 2012, Paizo Publishing, LLC Authors: Dennis Baker, Jesse Benner, Benjamin Bruck, Ross Byers, Brian J. Cortijo, Ryan
Costello, Mike Ferguson, Matt Goetz, Jim Groves, Tracy Hurley, Matt James, Jonathan H. Keith, Michael Kenway, Hal MacLean, Jason Nelson, Tork Shaw, Owen KC Stephens, Russ Taylor, and many RPG Superstar contributors Have a Bracers of Armor armor bonus with stack regular armor bonus stack? Or are they just useful for unarmored characters?
I'm not sure, armor bonusses seem to stack at times (at least the shield armor bonus and armor armor bonus)... sign in or sign up to remove this ad That's how I interpret the rules, and that's how I handle it in my games. Bracers of Armor provides an armor bonus similar to normal armor, like chain post and studded leather. This stacks with shield armor
bonuses. So you could, by themselves, put on bracers of armor +1 and still use a large steel shield, taking advantage of +3 an armor bonus. What other DMs use, I have no idea. No, magic armor bonuses (from bracers, or Mage Armor spell) don't stack with any other armor bonuses. They don't even stack with a shield. The only time an armor bonus ever
stacks is when the bonus of a shield stacks with it of physical armor. Note that a natural armor bonus (as from an amulet of natural armor) is a distinct bonus type, and makes stack with an armor bonus. Thanks... (my players will be kinda ... they found two bracers of armor last session) If the party mage already has good bracers, and they do not want to sell
them for cash, then give them to the armored characters lowest Dex bonus. They will be useful if the party is ever attacked by incorporeal undead. Incorporeal touch attacks pass through all physical armor, but not the force armor created by bracers. So even if bracers bonus overlap sever the normal armor bonus most of the time, the normal armor bonus
goes away for purpose incorporeal touch, so the bracer bonus remains. Example: A fighter carrying a full plate has AC 18. If he is attacked by a wraith, it can pass right through his armor, so his effective touch AC is 10. Give the same fighter a set of bracers of armor +2. He still has AC 18 for normal combat. But when the Wraith attack, it can't pass through
the bracer's force field, so the fighter's touch AC is 12. This isn't much bonus, and the situation doesn't come up very often, but it's better than just leaving stuff to rust in a backpack. By the rules, bracers of armor did not stack with normal armor. They don't stack with shields either. Stacking of normal armor with a shield is a specific rule exception for that
combination. Consider examples #9 here: www.superdan.net/dndfaq1.html AuraSeer, great idea! It never occurred to me to have both bracers and plate on the same character. As you say, it's rare, but then I thought losing my +1 plate to a rust monster would never happen... Of course, the rumor is that in 3.5E, there will be an actual, honest-to-god, not-just-
in-the-dictionary Shield Bonus, and shields will stack with Mage Armor. Hyp, i'm sorry. AuraSeer, great idea! It never occurred to me to have both bracers and plate on the same character. As you say, it's rare, but then I thought losing my +1 plate to a rust monster would never happen... Lol... um, I'm not laughing at you..... No... I'm laughing with you! You!
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